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DATA S COPE  W MS  FOU N DATION  S YS T E MS

The foundation module of DATASCOPE WMS incorporates all aspects of the 
fundamental system setup and configuration options. Here we link SYSPRO 
users into DATASCOPE WMS and create separate user groups with specific access 
and permissions within DATASCOPE to give each operator code its access rights 
whilst maintaining the SYSPRO security applied to the operator. 

Printer configurations are setup with defaults by warehouse, printer station and transaction/
system action. Specific reports can be defined per transaction along with the option to prompt 
the user to select a printer.  This allows for a highly configurable printing standard to ensure 
effective label or document printing in the warehouse or factory floor.

A set of administration tools is included to maintain key data elements within the various 
processes of the business.

MAKING YOUR STRATEGY 

A REALIT Y
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S Y S P RO  IN T EGR AT ION
One of the key differentiators of DATASCOPE WMS is its advanced integration level to the 
SYSPRO ERP product. The solution has been built specifically for SYSPRO users and does not 
run on its own or with any other ERP solution. Due to this DATASCOPE has been able to leverage 
the relationship with SYSPRO to get the most out of both systems. This is a major benefit when 
comparing DATASCOPE WMS to other warehousing systems. Firstly, implementation time is 
dramatically reduced as there is no need to develop complex integration software. Secondly, 
we use standard SYSPRO terminology in our software as well as to integrate with many detailed 
SYSPRO functions that other warehousing systems would almost never achieve. 

NOT IF I C AT ION  S Y S T E M
Each DATASCOPE WMS installation ships with a standard Notification System that allows users 
to communicate with each other within the software. This includes users on PC’s, tablets or 
mobile scanners. Notifications can be set as informational or as actionable tasks. If a user 
receives an actionable task the software tracks the progress of this action and gives feedback 
to the original requestor once complete.

An example of this would be when a warehouse directs an operator to cycle count a bin.

S Y S T E M  S E T U P
DATASCOPE WMS is highly configurable for many 
very different operational environments. For 
instance, the same version of software that runs 
a complex food manufacturing business can also 
control a complex distribution center of cosmetics. 
Each installation of the software is setup to operate 
according to the site’s needs.

The software currently holds over 1000 system 
and warehouse level settings. 

HIGHLY INTEGRATED INTO 
SYSPRO THROUGH E.NET
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S Y S P RO  M E N U ’ S
The software includes a range of SYSPRO Maintenance screens and SYSPRO Query screens. 
These screens are SYSPRO screens imbedded into the DATASCOPE WMS menu structure. They 
are positioned on a ribbon bar and therefore can be accessed at any time while working in the 
DATASCOPE WMS software. 

When selecting these screens DATASCOPE fires a login command to SYSPRO which then opens 
the SYSPRO window within DATASCOPE. At this time the user is logged into core SYSPRO and is 
using a SYSPRO concurrent license. However, as soon as the user is complete in that screen 
and closes it DATASCOPE automatically logs this user out of SYSPRO.

Due to the detailed screens within DATASCOPE this feature is very seldom required. 

S Y S P RO  C US TOM  M E N U
This menu also opens SYSPRO programs but it allows a user to open a range of any other SYSPRO 
programs that he or she would like to access from the DATASCOPE menu. Often DATASCOPE 
users use this feature to link to the SYSPRO report writing module or to a specific SYSPRO 
report or program that is needed at times through the day while logged into DATASCOPE WMS.

T H E  S U P P ORT  TA B
In the DATASCOPE WMS ribbon bar you will find a support tab where one can access a range of 
support related tools. One of the options here is a simple link to the DATASCOPE support logging 
system where a user can log a support call.

The Support Tool Box is an advanced tool for investigating all e.net XML exchanges between 
DATASCOPE WMS and SYSPRO. Here one can filter down through large volumes of transactions 
to find specific errors or transaction failures.

Further, all of the log tables for DATASCOPE WMS are located in this tool. Once can filter our logs 
on many transactions.

S Y S T E M  DI A GNOS T I C S
A range of diagnostics tools are available in the core software. Here we hold tools to check 
Server response times, Transaction deadlocks, SYSPRO e.net response times and webservice 
logs. These diagnostics are specifically developed to monitor the key integration points 
between SYSPRO and DATASCOPE WMS. For instance, a very slow response time from the 
SYSPRO e.net services can cause a slow down on the warehouse floor. 

BUILT  FOR  S YS PRO

Among the many strong cases for the selection of the DATASCOPE WMS software is 
the fact that the software has been developed for SYSPRO and therefore includes 
many features specific to SYSPRO which no other WMS solution would offer. 

IN T EGR AT ION
The integration layer between DATASCOPE 
WMS and SYSPRO is impressive. All 
transactions posted to SYSPRO are done so 
on a live basis through the standard SYSPRO 
business objects. The error trapping of these 
transactions has been specifically optimized 
to understand and manage SYSPRO e.net 
responses. Features built into SYSPRO are 
exploited to the maximum to ensure that 
our clients get the full potential of the two 
systems in the operations.

SYSPRO APPLICATIONS EMBEDDED 
INTO DATASCOPE WMS
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S EC U RI T Y
As all users in DATASCOPE WMS are operator’s setup inside SYSPRO we automatically apply SYSPRO’s 
security rights. This means that we do not have situations where a user processes a SYSPRO 

transaction which he or she does not have security right 
to do. Also, the live transaction posting between the two 
systems stops the transaction before the user has even 
moved the goods.

S Y S P RO  S P ECIF I C  CON TROL S
There are literally thousands of features that are built into the DATASCOPE software that ensure 
the interfacing to SYSPRO is optimal. The list of these is way too long to add here but just some 
of them are listed below:
1. If a product is lot traceable DATASCOPE WMS will automatically manage this
2. If a customer is placed on hold DATASCOPE will manage this
3. If a product is selected as inspection required the DATASCOPE software will respond 

accordingly 

4. If a customer’s order is loaded in alternate UOM the DATASCOPE software can automatically 
pick in that UOM

5. If a product is linked to a bill of material and is a kit issue item the DATASCOPE WMS 
manages the kit issue process

6. All SYSPRO sales order statuses are understood and managed by the DATASCOPE software, 
along with Sales Order kits reservation, picking and packing.

7. When SYSPRO is off line during month end processing, the DATASCOPE software recognizes 
this and applies the required transaction restrictions

8. If a product is placed on hold in SYSPRO the DATASCOPE software will manage this
9. When SYSPRO releases an updated version of their software DATASCOPE releases an 

updated version to operate with this software shortly thereafter
10. If a transaction fails in SYSPRO, DATASCOPE WMS will fail this transaction and no database 

updates will occur. This allows the user to re-attempt the transaction without any duplication.  

These items represent a very small portion of SYSPRO specific controls. These would all present 
some level of complexity when interfacing with a generic WMS solution. 

WA R EHOUS E  S E T U P

This module covers all aspects of the initial and ongoing setup of your 
warehouses and factories. 

WA R EHOUS E  L AYOU T
DATASCOPE automatically adopts the SYSPRO warehouse 
structure. Each SYSPRO warehouse is configured with Picking 
areas, storage Zones and Bin Locations. The software defines 
the full architecture of these relationships and controls this 
back into SYSPRO. As each transaction is processed we can 
direct the operators based on the rules set in each of these 
Areas, Zones and Bin Locations.

SUPER CHARGE YOUR 
WAREHOUSE AND DISTRIBUTION
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BIN  LO C AT IONS
DATASCOPE WMS holds a range of bin location types including Bulk Locations, Pick Face 
locations, Special Equipment Locations, Staging and Receiving locations. As soon as stock is 
placed into a bin, the bin is created in SYSPRO.  Bins can be configured to allow random storage 
or fixed SKU by bin storage, as well as to limit the number of license plates/TrackIDs allowed to 
be put into the bins. Pick face locations are setup with a dedicated range of products or a single 
SKU with various reorder management settings that drive back into the replenishment system.  
Bins can be created spontaneously by the software to isolate stock that is being picked. The 
status of bins can be toggled to indicate when bins are temporarily blocked or not required for 
a temporary period.

A R E A S
Bins can be linked to an area, which are typically used to split a warehouse down during the 
picking process. The software allows for the assignment of one or more specific material 
handling types to an Area as well as allowing different areas to be prioritized for stock 
reservation based on pallet quantities and picking strategies.

We can also split the sales order into picking slips per area or split the picking slip itself across 
areas to maximize the picking speed of orders.  A pick slip release balancing tool controls the 
flow of picking slips to pickers so that one area cannot move too far ahead of other areas.

Areas are also used to stream line picking by reducing user input in certain areas where the 
pick qty can be automatically populated or the user picking style can be pre-empted. Areas 
allow the user to demarcate sections of the warehouse where operators would pick differently.

ZON E S
Zones are typically used to direct the storage of product. Zones can exist within an area or 
span over multiple areas. For instance, if we require allergen products to be stored in a specific 
area of a warehouse we would allocate this as a zone and link the required stock codes to 
this zone. During put away the scanner will direct stock to the predefined zones for optimal 

storage. In some cases, the zones are configured for ranges of product in a picking face. Here 
a zone can be configured to hold the required stock close to the pick faces. 

For a carton voice picking environment zones are used to identify different picking areas for 
voice pickers to sign onto.

P I CK  FA C E S
In many warehouses bulk storage is held separate to the picking area. The bulk locations could 
for instance be the racking level above the pick face or the bulk locations could be situated in 
a completely different part of the warehouse to the pick face or even in separate warehouse 
locations. 

Pick faces are configured in most fine picking warehouses to allow for effective and fast order 
picking from locations that are easy to work with. These pick faces are linked to SKU’s with a 
range of settings to drive back into the replenishment system. 

BIN  L A BE LLING
All bin location labels can be setup and printed 
within the software. The format of the label is 
completely editable with up to 5 formats to allow 
DATASCOPE WMS users to print various formats for 
various warehouse environments. 
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An import function allows users to import new bins. This is often used on new implementations. 
Thereafter the standard front end is used to add new bin locations or to maintain or delete 
existing bins.

An Advanced Bin Maintenance program allows for mass updates of key bin data fields. 

TR A CK ID  L A BE LING
During the implementation of a new DATASCOPE WMS site, all existing inventory should be 
labelled with a unique TrackID label (see sample label). This module includes a simple labelling 
function as well as an advanced version of TrackID labelling.

L A BE LING 

All aspects of barcode labelling are managed within the core DATASCOPE WMS 
software. Each labelling option can be configured to the client’s needs. All labels 
are setup in the software as crystal report templates with a data xsd. 

DATASCOPE ships with a standard set of labels 
as defined in the Label Template booklet. 
Each of those standard templates can be 
customized by the client in crystal reports.

No third party labeling software is required 
with a DATASCOPE WMS implementation.

Some labeling options available are the following:
 > General product labels
 > Reprinting of TrackID labels (E.g. pallet labels)
 > Operator cards and Operator labels for user logins
 > Cart or trolley labeling
 > Tote labelling
 > Carton Labeling (Scanner based)
 > DATASCOPE automatically prints a labels on any receipt, for picking and dispatch.

TR A CK IDS  ( LI C E NS E  P L AT E S )
DATASCOPE WMS makes use of what is termed a TrackID. This is a uniquely numbered tracking 
identification of every trackable entity such as pallets, drums, bales etc. 

Every product is tracked through the operations with this unique ID. Each ID can hold multiple 
SKU’s or be set to only allow a single SKU. The movement processes on the scanner are simple 
and effective as one simply scans the TrackID barcode during the transaction.

TrackID type and TrackID status allow the software to control transactions and behavior. The 
purpose of the TrackID defines its type, namely normal, pickface, picking, shipping. This allows 
for easy user recognition and reporting.

TrackID status plays a large role in controlling transactions and reservations on TrackIDs. For 
instance, if a receipt is processed off a purchase order or Job and the SKU on the TrackID is 
flagged in SYSPRO as inspection required, the receipt will process to SYSPRO and print the 
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required labels but the TrackIDs will be set to a status of ON HOLD. Based on warehouse settings 
we may allow these TrackIDs to be packed away or not. All ON HOLD TrackIDs are excluded from 
any picking process.

S TO CK  TA K E  &  C YCLE  COU N TING

S TO CK  TA K E  MODU LE
An advanced stock taking module exists in DATASCOPE WMS to optimize your stock take 
(inventory) count accuracy and to reduce the overall time for the counting.  

Counts are opened in SYSPRO as normal and then flagged to start in the DATASCOPE WMS 
system. Teams are then sent out to count and counting data is transacted live into the stock 
take module. An intuitive stock take review screen allows the controllers to monitor progress 
of the count through the day. Bins with variances are highlighted within minutes of the count 
start time and second count teams can be sent out to recount bins with variances immediately.

The full count history is recorded at a user level so that we can easily track the number of times 
a bin was counted and by whom and when with all quantity counted records. 

Due to the implementation of a TrackID on every pallet, 
drum, bale etc., the counting process is far quicker 
than in a manual count environment.  For instance, 
if a pallet is counted in a bulk location and that 
locations warehouse is flagged to allow closed pallet 
counts, the user can simply scan the bin location and 
the pallet and move on. There is no need to count all 
SKU’s on the pallet as we know it is still closed, e.g. 
shrinkwrapped bulk pallets.

When counting pick face bin locations, the stock take 
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the SYSPRO count can be cancelled while the DATASCOPE count is in progress. SYSPRO then 
remains active and DATASCOPE can be used to continue picking, packing and invoicing orders. 
At the end of the count and after recounting affected bins the SYSPRO count is reopened and 
the DATASCOPE stock count is posted. To count each TrackID, users can count each stock code 
and quantity blindly, or be prompted by sku and/or quantity. In a carton environment, 2D 
carton labels can be scanned and summed for each bin. Closed pallet stock take allows the 
user to scan only the TrackID in the bin, importing the full qty on the TrackID to the count. This 
is particularly useful in environments where bulk pallets have been pre-counted and wrapped 
and should not be re-opened to validate unit quantities.

All stock count history is automatically saved as each stock count is given a unique count ID. 
Reporting can be pulled to compare count accuracies over time.

C YCLE  COU N T ING
Since all DATASCOPE WMS transactions are posted 
live into SYSPRO all inventory cycle counting can be 
processed live at any time without having to freeze 
a bin location. Any operator with the required access 
rights can login to a scanner and perform a cycle count 
at any time. The net variance at the time of the count 
is recorded with the adjustment being posted only 
once the count is accepted from the PC based review 
screen. Both SYSPRO and DATASCOPE are adjusted by 
the difference between counted and their systems 
respectively.  

When counting a bin, the user can be forced to count all 
pallets/TrackIDs in the bin, with the system recording 
a 0 count for any TrackID’s not counted, or the user can 

will enforce the correct SKU to be counted in each bin if 
the setting is activated to validate the pick face setup 
records. Functionality also exists to ensure that users 
scan stock codes and lot numbers. This prevention of 
manual entry can reduce finger errors and incorrect 
counts.

Stock can be counted in stocking, alternate or other 
unit of measure to reduce confusion on the floor.  The 
PC based review screen allows the controllers to view 
these conversions to stocking vom and edit or delete 
these where required.

Although SYSPRO manages expiry dates at a bin level, 
DATASCOPE will recognize the same lot in another bin 
location and automatically use the correct expiry date 
should the stock be counted into a new location during 
stock take. Functionality also exists to not post expiry 
dates to SYSPRO at all and thus allow DATASCOPE WMS 
to manage expiries alone.

In the case where a warehouse needs to continue 
trading during a stock count we typically have two 
setup options. One is to break the warehouse into two 
virtual warehouses in SYSPRO – one a bulk “warehouse” 
and the other a pick face “warehouse”. This way we can 
replenish the pick face warehouse before opening a 
bulk warehouse stock count. The pick face warehouse 
remains fully active during the count of bulk – which 
is often 80% or more of the total inventory holding. The 
other option is to allow for picking to continue during 
the count. This is not best practice but sometimes a 
reality for call in customers and the like. In this case 
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count just 1 TrackID or 1 stock code on a TrackID.

Reasons for cycle counting can be loaded and selected while counting on the floor to assist in 
later reporting of the counts performed. Moreover, reasons can be linked to GL codes in SYSPRO 
to allow the variance to be posted to different accounts based on the reason for counting.  
In addition, the SYSPRO notation and reference can be specified at a line level for improved 
reporting and auditing.

A value limit can be placed on the cycle counting screen to allow users with access to  
accept variances below a set value, and users with a specific permission to accept counts 
above this value.

All cycle count history is recorded for later reporting purposes, whether the line is accepted 
or rejected. 

The module has an advanced cycle count scheduling tool where ranges of bins can be selected 
to count into the future. These scheduled counts drive the scanner cycle counters to perform 
the required counts each week. 

The scheduler also allows one to select 
counts by SKU. Here the software finds 
the selected SKU’s active bin locations and 
schedule a count at each one.

Bins can also be added to the schedule by a 
picker mid-pick when clicking an assign to 
schedule button to indicate that the bin is 
not in balance or does not have the inventory 
that was expected. These counts are 
differentiated from the scheduled counts as 
user triggered counts and are automatically 
prioritized in the schedule.

COU N T ING  P R E PA R AT ION 
R E P ORT ING
A set of reports are included to allow 
large high-volume warehouses to prepare 
effectively for a stock count. For instance, 
one can run a report of all “D” category items 
(slow movers) and prep cycle count these 
products in the weeks before the full count. 
This way the stock count system will speed 
through the counting of these bins when the 
actual count day arrives. 

An outstanding picking slip report highlights 
all picking slips in the system for the selected 
warehouse which are currently in progress 
through the warehouse. Ideally one would 
like to get these picking slips completed 
before the count is started.
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